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imple and Compound Interest Rates
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C oncepts,< Interest

Interest

Concepts

Interest is the cost of borrowing money. An interest rate is the cost stated as a
percent of the amount borrowed per period of time, usually one year. The prevailing
market rate is composed of:

Introduction
Interest
Periods
Payments
Present Value
* Single
* Annuitv
Future Value
* Single
* Annuity
Amortization
Diagrarns

1. The Real Rate of Intereist that compensates lenders for postponing their own
spending during the term of the loan.
2. An Inflation Premium to offset the possibility that inflation may erode the
value of the money during the term of the loan. A unit of money. (dollar, peso,
etc) will purchase progressively fewer goods and services during a period of
inflation, so the lender must increase the interest rate to compensate for that
loss..
3. Various Risk Premiums to compensate the lender for risky loans such as
those that-are unsecured, made to borrowers with questionable credit ratings,
or illiquid loans that the lender may not be able .o readily resell.
T"he first two components of the interest rate listed above, the real rate of interest and
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J~inflation premium, collectively are referred to as the nominal risk-free rate. In
ile USA, the nominal risk-free rate can be approximated by the rate of US Treasury
bills since they are generally considered to have a very small risk.

Simple Interest
Simple interest is calculated on the original principal only. Accumulated interest
firom prior periods is not used in calculations for the following periods. Simple
interest is normally used for a single period of less than a year, such as 30 or 60
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Interest = p * i *

'where:
p = principal (original amoun: borrowed or loaned)
i = interest rate for one period
n = number of periods
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Example: You borrow $10,000 for 3 years at 5% simple annual inte,rest.
interest = p * i * n = 10,000 * .05 i- 3 = 1,500
Examrle 2: You borrow $10,000 for 60 days at 5% simple interest per year (assume
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a 365 day year).
interest = p * * n

10,000 * .05 * (60/365) = 82.1917

Compound Interest
Compound interest is calculated each period on the original principal and all
interest accumulated during past periods. Although the interest may be stated as
a yearly rate, the compounding periods can be yearly, semiannually, quarterly, or
even continuously.
You can think of compound interest as a series of back-to-back simple interest
contracts. The interest earned in each period is added to the principal of the previous
period to become the principal for the next period. For example, you borrow
$ 10,000 for three years at 5% annual interest compounded annually:
interest year I = p * i * n = 10,000 * .05 * 1 = 500
interest year 2 = (P2 pI +i) * * n =(10,000 + 500) * .05 * 1 = 525
interest year 3 = (p3 = P2 + i2 ) i n (10,500 + 525) *.05 * 1 551.25
Total interest earned over the three years = 500 + 525 + 551.25 = 1,576.25.
Compare this to 1,500 earned over the same number of years using simple interest.
The power of compounding can have an astonishing effect on the accumulation of
wealth. This table shows the results of making a one-time investment of $10,000
for 30 years using 12% simple interest, and 12% interest compounded yearly and
quarterly.
I Type of Interest

[Simple
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Principal Plus Interest Earned I
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46,000.00 |
299,599.22

;

!

347,109.87|

You cabsolve a'Vdi'ity of comouftdiiig problems including leases, loans,
mortgages,-and-annuiiies by using thwe ptesent value, future value, presentvalue of an
annuity, nA future value of an annuity fohriiiMl's. See the index page to determine
whicqf,jbp;these is appropriate for your sitwdaii'
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Rate of Return
When we know the Present Value (amount today), Future Value (amount to which
the investment will grow), and Numberof Perio ds, we can calculate the rate of
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return with this formula:
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Inthetableabovewesaidthat :he Present Value is $10,000, the Future Value is 9 .
$299,599.22, and there are 30 periods. Confirm that the annual compound interest
rate is 12%.

CT/F
I

STAF

IV = 299,599.22
IN = 10,000
n=30
i = (299,599.22 / 10,000) 1/30 - 1 = 29.959922 0333

-

1 = .12

Effective Rate (Effective Yield)
The effective rate is the actual rate that you earn on an investment or pay on a loan
after the effects of compounding frequency are considered. To make a fair
comparison between two interest rates when different compounding periods are
used, you should first convert both nominal (or stated) rates to their equivalent
affective rates so the effects of compounding can be clearly seen.
yIlw

The effective rate of an investment will always be higher than the nominal or stated
interest rate when interest is compounded more than once per year. As the number of
compounding periods increases, the difference between the nominal and effective
rates will also increase.
To convert a nominal rate to art equivalent effective rate:

~civc

Rate = (1 + (i /n)

Where:
i = Nominal or stated interest rate
n = Number of compounding periods per year
Example: What effective rate will a stated annual rate of 6% yield when
compounded semiannually?
Effective Rate = (1 + .06 /2 )2

I = .0609

Interest Rate in Calculations
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Time Value of Money calculations always use compound interest.
You must adjust the interest rate and the number of periods to be consistent
with compounding periods. For example a 6% interest rate compounded
semiannually for five years should be entered 3% (6 / 2) for 10 (5 * 2) periods.
A calculator expects a 6% interest rate to be entered as the whole number 6
whereas formulas typically use a decimal value of.06.
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